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How do you react when things don’t go “your way" immediately?

Do you open your spiritual tool box OR do you go right into a "story" again?

FEAR NOT. BE NOT AFRAID. 

WHERE IS 
YOUR FAITH 
RIGHT NOW?

Affirmation: There is no need to worry or fear.
I surrender to Grace and return to inner peace. 



Slow Down, Mystic
THE GOOD NEWS

the Happiness Boot Camp Morning Pages
journal is one way to help train the mind to go
in a more positive direction each day. Check it
out at this link.

Over these many years of teaching there are so
many times when I've received an email or message  
that has great URGENCY from the sender when the
issue is really quite minor. In other words, so many
people let their peace fly out the window over every
little thing that does not go their way immediately.

Is that you? Do you go immediately into self-pity or
anxiety if you cannot figure something out or
accomplish something right away? That is a pretty
weak and shaky kind of peace. It is the result of an
untrained mind and we all do it from time to time,
but if we truly want the peace that passes all
understanding, we must spend time every day
training the mind just as we would train a puppy.

All we can do is show up, prepared, on time, doing
what we said we would do, with a GOOD ATTITUDE.
Everything else is out of our control. We have
influence, but not control over other people and
outer circumstances. SELF-CONTROL is the result of
using the mind correctly. It takes daily practice.

"Repent" means to "turn around." It's not about
being a "sinner" or any other nonsense. It's a
message that we are going in the wrong direction
and probably headed for a cliff. We need to turn
around and go in the opposite direction of fear,
panic, rage, helplessness and despair. We need to
USE the power of our WORD to AFFIRM that there is
a Power in us which CAN set all things right if we will
RELAX and go back to center. 

The very good news is that we are the only thinker
in our mind. There is no one else in there
terrorizing us. We are the ones - therefore, we CAN
turn it around and make a better choice in what to
think and how to respond if we will patiently
practice one thought at a time, one circumstance at
a time. CALM yourself instead of terrifying yourself.
Check your faith. Do you have faith that things are
going to be terrible, or faith that everything is
working out for your highest good?

Remember, the calls are coming from inside the
house! Make it a friendly loving call.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09BGPD6VG?tag=jacobglasscom-20


the mind is not an out-of-control
monkey or a terrible enemy to be

conquered and brought into
submission.

the mind is a sweet puppy that needs
regular training with lots of love,

kindness, encouragement and positive
reinforcement.

Don't believe

everything you think!

Think about what you're
thinking about.



Online Learning
I call this a "self-serve" ministry

because YOU get to choose

what works best for you and

when. The ongoing

masterclasses are private

videos (and mp3's) that can be

joined via livestream (not on

Zoom) or viewed later over and

over again. See jacobglass.com

for info.

If you want to support the

newsletter and the public

youtube channel of this

online boutique ministry,

you may make a donation at

the link below. (Donations

are NOT tax-deductible.)

DONATE

You are lovable because you exist .

I  LOVE YOU,  I  LOVE YOU,  I  LOVE YOU.

https://www.paypal.com/donate?token=yCA6GPmyuyZkWDYoI638ZI6tqNFmOcX--em8vabJJM5GFFqvxUvzd6hHYbJqJ1C5SBHNPzAB3UAnIrsU


Give thanks first

Lots Can Happen!

If there is a God-Source, then
It can handle email issues,
and real estate deals, and
computer issues, and
plumbing problems, and
locate what's lost, and match-
make, and run a business,
and get the loan through, and
find jobs, and heal dis-ease,
and plan parties, and restore
lives, and so on. But ONLY if
turned to and ACTIVATED by
the individual. 

It is only because you think you can run some little part, 
or deal with certain aspects of your life alone, that the 

guidance of the Holy Spirit is limited. - A Course in Miracles



Feelin'

INSPIRED
I realize this newsletter is long and you are hearing from

me a lot lately - too bad. The desert quiet has got me

inspired and tuned-in so I'm transmitting more and more. 

Feel free to unsubscribe and miss all the goodies. 

I will still love you.

SEE CATALOGUE


